**Stage Size:**
86' x 144' (12,384 square feet)
Height 29'

**Electrical:**
2 power cans, 4800 amps 120/240 volt, 4 circuits

**Support Rooms:**
Two floors, Additional Phones, Restrooms

**Permanent Fall Protection:**
(Horizontal Lifeline)

**Air Conditioning:**
Permanent Air Conditioning - 130 tons shared with Stage 11

**Telcom:**
- Permanent Wireless Internet
- DSL Hardline
- Fiber Optic: 24 strands multimode; 12 strands single mode (to main distribution frame)

**Miscellaneous:**
- Attached to Stage 11, one common wall
- Catwalks & Wooden Grid
- Floor: Raised Wooden
- Top braces on each side of stage affect height
- Bleachers
- Silent Air

* Stage dimensions have been rounded to nearest foot
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